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The computation code of the direct simulation Monte Carlo (DSMC) method was developed in 
order to analyze the atomic vapor evaporation in atomic vapor laser isotope separation 
(AVLIS). The atomic excitation temperatures of gadolinium atom were calculated for the 
model with five low lying states. Calculation results were compared with the experiments 
obtained by laser absorption speciroscopy. Two types of DSMC simulations which were dif
ferent in inelastic collision procedure were carried out. It was concluded that the energy trans
fer was forbidden unless the total energy of the colliding atoms exceeds a threshold value. 
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1 Introduction 
In Atomic Vapor Laser Isotope Separation(AVLIS)[l], electron beam heating is applied 

to generate a substantial vapor density of material elements such as uranium or gadolinium. 
These elements have several metastable states thermally populated at the evaporation surface 
temperature. We measured the vapor characteristics, such as excitation temperatures, velocity 
distributions, and angular distributions [2-5]. As a result, the energy transfer from excitations to 
translations by the process of collision was found to be significant in both deexcitation of the 
high lying metastable states and the simultaneous acceleration of the atomic velocity. This 
phenomenon is favorable to the accessibility of atomic vapor for the first selective photo-excita
tion in 4-color-3-step photoionization process of AVLIS, where the ground state and the lowest 
metastable state are exclusively available. Therefore we need the quantitative analysis in order to 
make the design of evaporation process much better. 

The development of computational simulations for evaporation characteristics helps 
much in the steady improvement of the evaporation process of AVLIS. One of the most useful 
methods is the direct simulation Monte Carlo(DSMC) method [6], by which we analyzed the 
angular distributions of atomic vapors using a rigid sphere collision [7]. In order to simulate the 
deexcitation of high lying metastable states, inelastic collisions must be involved. A simple sta
tistical model reported by Anderson [8] is useful to be incorporated into the DSMC method, 
which approximates inelastic collisions with an energy transfer. We confirmed the validity of 
this simple statistical model by simulating a thermal equilibrium process [9]. 

In this report, we briefly review the measurement of the metastable states' population in 
atomic vapors and explain the simple statistical model. Two types of DSMC simulations which 
are different with each other in the point how the procedures incorporate the simple statistical 
model into the collision processes, are compared with the experimental results. 

2 Measurement of Metastable States' Population 
Figure 1 gives an overall schematic view of the experimental apparatus for the evapora

tion of gadolinium. Gadolinium atom has four low lying metastable states ( 215, 533, 999,1719 
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1 Introduction 
In Atomic Vapor Laser Isotope Scparation(AVLIS)[1]， electron beam heating is applied 

to generate a substantial vapor density of material elemcnts such as uranium or gadolinium. 
Thcsc elements have sevcral metastable states thermally populated at the evaporation surface 
tcmperature. We measured the vapor characteristics， such as excitation temperatures， veloc1ty 
distributions， and angular distributions [2-5]. As a result， the energy transfer from excitations to 
translations by the process of collision was found to be significant in both deexcitation of the 
high lying metastable states and the simultaneous acceleration of the atomic velocity. This 
phenomenon is favorable to the accessibility of atomic vapor for the first selective photo-excita-
tion in 4-color-3-step photoionization process of AVLIS， where the ground state and the lowest 
metastable state are exc1usively available. Therefore we need the quantitative analysis in order to 
make the design of evaporation process much better. 

The development of computational simulations for evaporation characteristics helps 
much in the steady improvement of the evaporation process of AVLIS. One of the most useful 
methods is the direct simulation Monte Carlo(DSMC) method [6]， by which we analyzed the 
angular distributions of atomic vapors using a rigid sphere collision [7]. In order to simulate the 
deexcitation of high lying metastable states， inelastic co11isions must be involved. A simple sta-
tistical model reported by Anderson [8] is useful to be incorporated into the DSMC method， 
which approximates inelastic collisions with an energy transfer. We confirmed the validity of 
this simple statistical model by simulating a thermal equilibrium process [9]. 

In this report， we briefly review the measurement of the metastable states' population in 
atomic vapors and explain the simple statistical model. Two types of DSMC simulations which 
are different with each other in the point how the procedures incorporate the simple statistical 
model into the collision processes， are compared with the experimental results. 

2 Measurement of Metastable States' Population 
Figure 1 gives an overall schematic view of the experimental apparatus for the evapora-

tion of gadolinium. Gadolinium atom has four low lying metastable states ( 215， 533， 999， 1719 
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cm -1). The electron beam generated by an electron beam gun heats the surface of the gadolinium 
metal in a crucible and produces an atomic vapor. Expanding through an aperture in the vapor 
shield, the atomic vapor forms itself into a suitable one for laser irradiation. The laser absorption 
technique was applied to measure each of the states' densities. The laser beam is split into two 
with a beam splitter. One of the beams passes through the atomic vapor at a distance of 46 cm 
from the evaporation surface. Both the intensity of the transmitted laser beam and that of the 
reference beam arc measured by using photodiodcs and lock-in amplifiers. Then, a data recorder 
stores the absorption spectra compensated by a dividing amplifier. The deposition rates arc 
monitored by a quartz crystal sensor at 52 cm above the evaporation surface. 

The experimental results showed deexcitation of high lying mctastable states clearly. We 
derived the excitation temperature by Boltzmann's plot. Both the surface temperature and the 
Knudscn number on the evaporation surface can be estimated from the deposition rates. Figure 2 
shows the deposition rate J0 dependence on the surface temperature T0 and the excitation temper
ature T . At low evaporation rates, Ta seems to be almost equal to T0. An increase of the electron 
beam power raises the surface temperature up to 2500 K, while the excitation temperature de
creased to 500 K. A gradual increase in the surface temperature enhances the evaporation rates 
by an order. This result indicates that interatomic collisions frequently occurring near the evapo
ration surface dccxcitc high lying mctastable state atoms. At such a low excitation temperature, 
over 75 percents of the atoms are composed of cither ground state atoms or the first metastablc 
state atoms. Such a deexcitation surely supports the high accessibility of atomic vapor in 4-color 
-3-step photoionization of AVLIS. 

1 Ring dye laser, 2 Laser beam, 3 Vacuum chamber, 
4 Axial electron beam gum, 5 Quartz crystal sensor, 
6 Photodiode, 7 Crucible, 8 Gadolinium vapor, 
9 Electron beam, 10 Lock - in amp, 11 Dividing amp, 
12 Data recorder, 13 Beam chopper 

Fig.l Schematic view of the experimental apparatus. 
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Fig.2 Deposition rate J0 dependence of the atomic excitation temperature Ta and the evapo
ration surface temperature T0. The value of Kn"1 is the inverse of Knudsen number 
on the evaporation surface. 

3 Simple Statistical Model for collision processes 

3.1 Model Conception 
The simple statistical model can treat the energy exchange between the relative transla-

tional energies and the discrete metastable energy states. The energy transfer reaction can be ex
pressed by 

Ma(i) + MjG) + Ek ^ M ^ ) + M20') + Ek ', 

where i,j or i',j' are the metastable states before and after the collision respectively and Ek or Ek' 
is the corresponding relative translational energy. This model is based on the assumption that the 
distribution of states is random among the allowed possibilities with the collision pairs. In other 
words, the transition probability of metastable states after the collision is proportional to the 
number of states with the possible values of Ek' under total energy conservation. Let g. and g. be 
the degeneracy factors( g=2J+l ). Thus, the transition rate to the metastable states of i1, j ' after 
collision should be proportional to the product of g.' g.' Ek'. Thus, the transition rate for the meta
stable state of (i1 j") is given by 

P(i ,J ,,Ek') = gi
,gj'Ek

I/(2gi
,gj

,Ek
1), 

where the summation is that of all possible pairs. It was confirmed that this model surely satisfies 
microscopic reversibility [9]. 

Numerical simulations for the thermal equilibrium process of gadolinium atoms in a 
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3 Simple Statistical Model for collision processes 

3.1 Model Conception 
The simple statistical rnodel can treat the energy exchange betwccn the relative transla-

tional encrgies and the discrcte metastable energy states. The cnergy transfer reaction can be ex-
pressed by 

M1 (i) + Mz(j) + Ek字 M1(i
l
)+ M2G') + Ek' ， 

where i，j or i'，j' are the metastable states before and after the collision respectively and Ek or Ek' 
is the corresponding relative translational energy. This rnodel is based on the assurnption that the 
distribution of states is randorn among the allowed possibilities with the collision pairs. In other 
words， the transition probabi1ity of rnetastable states after the col1ision is proportional to the 
number of states with the possible values of Ek' under total energy conservation. Let gj and gj be 
the degeneracy factors( g=2J+ 1 ). Thus， the transition rate to the metastable states of i'， j' aftcr 
collision should be proportional to the product ofgJgi'EiL Thus，the transition rate for thc meta-
stable state of (i' j') is given by 

P(i'， jl ，Ek') = g/局IEk' / ("Z島t角IEk')' 

where the sumrnation is that of a11 possible pairs. It was confirmed that this model surely satisfies 
microscopic reversibility [9]. 

Numerical simulations for the thermal equilibrium process of gadolinium atoms in a 
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single static cell was carried out. Simulation particles having three velocity components and one 
excitation energy were seeded into a single collision cell. Five energy states of 0(J=2), 215(J=3), 
533(J=4), 999(J=5), 1719(J=6) cm"1 were considered. Initially all particles were populated in the 
ground state, that is to say, the excitation temperature was set to be 0 K. On the other hand, the 
velocity components of the simulation particles were given from the translation energy distribu
tion equilibrated with a temperature of 1000 K. Figure 3 shows the time step variation of each of 
the states' densities. While the ground state's density rapidly decreases, other mctastable states' 
increase gradually. In the steady state, the excitation temperature and the translational tempera
ture can be derived from the state's population and the root mean square of the velocity compon
ents, respectively. Both temperatures are calculated to be about 690 K. This agreement shows 
that the energy transfer makes the process equilibrated thermally. 

The static cell mentioned here may represent a stagnation condition in vapor expansions. 
In order to simulate a real expansion, the following procedure must be taken. 

0 50 100 
A/Vp 

Fig.3 Time step variation of gadolinium metastable state densities. 

3.2 Model Incorporated into Collision Process 
The simple statistical model mentioned above is the ideal limit having minimum relaxa

tion time. Thus we have to the method to simulate practical expansions. In other words, parame
ters which decide whether a collision is elastic or inelastic are required. Here we compare two 
types of DSMC simulations shown as follows. 

Type-1: A collision is regarded as an inelastic one proportional to the probability p which 
is initially defined as the ratio of inelastic collisions to total collisions. 

Type-2: A collision whose total energy exceeds some threshold Ek* only causes an 
inelastic collision. The others are elastic collisions. 

The Type-1 procedure regards the flow as a kind of mixture with ideal particles [8]. On the other 
hand, the Type-2 procedure introduces a threshold which may correspond to activation energies 
in chemical reactions. Although the latter conception commonly prevails in DSMC methods [6], 
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Fig.3 Time step variation of gadolinium metastable state densities. 

3.2 Model Incorporated into Collision Process 
The simple statistical model mentioned above is the ideal limit having minimum relaxa-

tion time. Thus we havc to the rnethod to sirnulatc practical expansions. In othcr words， parame-
tcrs which dccide whcthcr a collision is clastic or inclastic arc rcquired. Here wc compare two 
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is initially defined as the ratio of inelastic collisions to total collisions. 

Typc-2: A collision whose total energy exceeds some threshold Ek. only causcs an 
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nobody has ever applied this procedure to the simple statistical model to the best of our knowl
edge. 

4 Outline of flow calculations by DSMC method 
The flow field is divided into a network of cells. It has an axial symmetry about the axis 

in the flow direction and the radius in the r direction. Figure 4 shows the flow field which is 
divided into 100X10 cells. The cell volume along the flow direction increases gradually. It can 
avoid a rapid decrease of the number of particle in each cell. With the aid of this network, the 
flow can be regarded as spatially uniform in each cell. Initially no particle exists in the flow. 
New particles are generated in the upstream boundary r r The three velocity components u, v, 
and w are stored for each particle together with the position coordinates in the flow direction x 
and the radius direction r, where u, v, or w is the velocity component in x, r, and perpendicular 
direction to x-r plane, respectively. Moreover, a single additional variable E; representing the 
excitation energy of i-th metastable state is stored with each particle. Particles which move 
across the downstream boundary r2 or the rim boundary are removed from the flow. Gradually 
accumulated particles finally become saturated in number in the flow field. 
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Panicle Elimination 
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i / / i////// v 
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Particle Supply Three Velocity Components 
Atomic Excitation Energy 

Fig.4 The flow field divided into a network of collision cells. 

Figure 5 simply shows the flow chart of the computer program, where we employed the 
maximum collision rates used in the procedures for the probabilistic selection of a representative 
set of collision pairs in each cell. This is because we can use the computation time most effec
tively among the several types of DSMC methods [9]. The outline of this method is as follows: 
The Knudsen number Kn defined initially gives a time step dt. When the maximum relative 
velocity Gmaj is assumed, the maximum collision rate can be obtained in each cell. Then, a colli
sion pair is arbitrarily sampled and its relative velocity Gu is calculated. Applying the rejection 
acceptance method to the ratio G^/G^, we can decide whether this collision is true or false. 
Once the collision pair is regarded as a true one, the above mentioned procedure is successively 
achieved as a based for Type-1 or Type-2. Then, the pre-collision velocity components of the 
collision pair are replaced by the post-collision values. When the collision procedure is complet
ed for all collision subcells, all particles are moved by the distance appropriate to a time step dt 
and a summation of dt over the total time is done. Sampling of all particles in the flow and calcu-
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lating statistical values should be continued until the flow approaches a steady state. 

INITIAL CONDITION 

MOVE ALL PARTICLES THROUGH 
1STANCES APPROPRIATE TO A MEAN FREE TIME 

COUNTING BY MAXIMUM COLLISION RATE 

JUDGMENT FOR A COLLISION 
TRUE OR FALSE 

JUDGMENT FOR A TRUE COLLISION 
ELASTIC OR INELASTIC (TYPE - 1 OR TYPE - 2 ) 

SUMMING FLOW TIME 

X 
SAMPLING AND AVERAGING FLOW PROPERTIES 

TAKEN AFTER ESTABLISHMENT OF A STEADY FLOW 

Fig.5 Outline of flow calculation by DSMC method. 

The computation were carried out using the vector processor of the FACOM VP-2600 at 
the Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute. The maximum particle number was limited 80,000. 
The vector-ratio which shows vector unit working time to total computation time was raised up 
to 45 percent, which resulted in the reduction of the computation time down to 85 minutes even 
for the expansion process with the smallest Knudsen number 0.0125. 

5 Results and discussions 
In this section we describe the DSMC simulations for gadolinium vapor expansion using 

the network of cells. Each particle having three velocity components and one metastable state has 
been given from Boltzmann's distributions in the evaporation surface temperature shown in Fig. 
2. The initial Knudsen number at the evaporation surface has been varied ranging from 0.05 to 
0.0125, which corresponds to an evaporation surface temperature from 2250 K to 2400 K. 
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Fig.6 Simulation result for elastic collision. 
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Figure 6 shows the simulation results for the Typc-1 procedure with p = 0. This figure 
shows the variation Ta, T/,and Tx along the flow axis, where T//and Txarc the parallel and per
pendicular translational temperature with respect to the flow axis, respectively. The atomic exci
tation temperature Ta was derived from the distribution of the five mctastable states using Boltz-
mann's plot. The constant Ta shows that no energy transfer occurs between the mctastable states 
and the translation. At a certain distance from the surface, T), rapidly freezes while Ta.decreascs 
continuously. Such a non-equilibrium in translational temperature is equivalent to the case of 
nozzle expansions. Figure 7 shows the simulation result for the Typc-1 procedure with p = 1. 
Since the energy transfer is at the maximum rate in this case, it can make both T and T// equil
ibrated. Both temperatures in Fig. 7 freeze moderately and each of them are higher than that in 
Fig.6 due to energy transfer from the metastable states. 
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Fig.7 Simulation result for inelastic collision. 

Figure 8 shows the excitation temperatures for various values of the Knudscn number, the 
solid lines in Fig. 8(a) show the dependence of parameter p in the Type-1 procedure, while those 
in Fig.8(b) show the dependence of threshold energy Ek* in Type-2. In addition, plots in both 
figures show the atomic excitation temperatures shown in Fig. 2. At low evaporation, the value 
of Ta in the experiment of Fig. 8(a),(b) decreased linearly. However, it shows a tendency to 
freeze as the evaporation increases. At low evaporation, the Type-1 procedure shows a good 
agreement, but it cannot shows a tendency to freeze at high evaporation. Thus, another parameter 
should be required for a good agreement in the case of the Typc-1 procedure. On the other hand, 
the Type-2 procedure agrees with experimental results much better than the Type-1 procedure 
in fitting the values of each parameter. Rapid expansions strongly cool atomic vapors, which 
means a decrease in the translational temperatures, that is, a slowdown of the relative velocity. 
Thus, the Type-2 procedure can reasonably simulate that the ratio of collision pairs having 
higher energy than E,.* to total collisions is diminished at high rate of evaporation. 

Another approach based on conservation equations including rate equations with reaction 
rate constants of state to state transitions may be probable in principle. Such reaction rate con
stants, unfortunately, have not been clarified yet so that we are faced with a serious problem of 
how to use these constants to fit unknown parameters, comparing calculation results with exper
imental ones. From this point of view, we have shown that the DSMC method using a simple 
statistical model is extremely useful in reducing the fitting unknown parameters. 
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6. Conclusion 
The evaporation process in AVLIS is a kind of non-equilibrium process whereby energy 

transfer between discrete energy levels of excitation and continuous energy level of translation 
effects vapor characteristics such as the metastable states' population distributions and the veloci
ty distribution. In this report, the simulation for vapor expansion was studied by using DSMC 
methods with a simple statistical model. This combination is suitable for treating deexcitation of 
metastable states accompanied by rapid expansion. Comparison with experiments and the simu
lations showed that the total energy of collision atoms should be chosen as a threshold value for 
inelastic collisions. Further improvement of this technique would provide us with the prospects 
for the simulation cord to design an AVLIS system. 
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